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Summary
This thesis explores various hard and soft decision decoding techniques for linear codes
over Z4, all of which, o®er substantial coding gains over classical algebraic decoding.
We focus only on codes which are free, i.e., (n; k; d) linear codes whose canonical
images over GF (2) are (n; k) linear codes of the same minimum distance d, and use
BCH codes in all our computer simulations.
In the ¯rst part of this thesis, we study the performance of BCH codes under list
decoding, a decoding technique that ¯nds a list of codewords falling within a certain
Hamming distance, say ¿ , from the received word where ¿ exceeds half the minimum
distance of the code. Two decoding strategies are presented. The ¯rst decoder, D1, is
a two-stage hard-decision decoder employing the Guruswami-Sudan (GS) decoder in
each stage. Each component GS decoder acts on the binary image of the Z4 code and
their combined e®ort allows more than dn ¡pn(n¡ d) ¡ 1e errors to be corrected
with certain probability. Computer simulations verify the superiority of this decoder
over its component decoders when used to decode the Z4 code directly. Eg. for a
(7; 4) BCH code, D1 o®ers an additional coding gain of about 0:4 dB over the GS
decoder at a word-error rate (WER) of 10¡3. The second decoder, D2, is a Chase-like,
soft-decision decoder with D1 as its hard-decision decoder. Simulation results for the
same code show that this decoder o®ers an additional coding gain of about 1:5 dB
over the GS decoder at a WER of 10¡3. We also demonstrate that decoder D2 can
outperform the Koetter-Vardy soft-decision version of the GS decoder. As the GS
vi
decoder is applicable to all Reed-Solomon codes and their sub¯eld subcodes, D1 and
D2 can therefore be used to decode a broader class of Z4 codes.
In the second part of this thesis, we study the performance/complexity trade-o®s
of two Chase-like decoders for Z4 codes. Unlike decoder D2 however, the hard-decision
decoder used in these Chase decoders output a unique codeword rather than a list
of codewords. Nevertheless, like D2, they operate based on decoding two copies of
a Z4 code's binary image. More speci¯cally, our ¯rst Chase decoder utilizes a two-
stage hard-decision decoder with each stage decoding the code's binary image up
to the classical error-correction bound such that their combined e®ort allows more
than bd¡1
2
c errors to be corrected with certain probability. Our second Chase decoder
on the other hand, involves a serial-concatenation of two Chase decoders, with each
component Chase decoder utilizing a hard-decision decoder acting on the code's bi-
nary image to correct up to bd¡1
2
c errors. Simulation results show that the choice
between the two Chase-like decoders ultimately depends on the SNR region of inter-
est as well as the rate of the code, with the latter Chase decoder exhibiting better
performance/complexity trade-o®s at lower SNR and rates.
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Error Correcting Codes constitute one of the key ingredients in achieving the high
degree of reliability required in modern data transmission and storage systems. The
theory of error correcting codes, which dates back to the seminal works of Shannon [1]
and Hamming [2], is a rich subject that bene¯ts from techniques developed in a wide
variety of disciplines such as combinatorics, probability, algebra, geometry, number
theory, engineering, and computer science, and in turn has diverse application in a
variety of areas.
Given a communication channel which may corrupt information sent over it, Shannon
identi¯ed a quantity called the capacity of the channel and proved that arbitrarily
reliable communication is possible at any rate below the channel capacity. Shannon's
results guarantee that the data can be encoded before the transmission so that the
altered data can be decoded to the speci¯ed degree of accuracy.
A communication channel is illustrated in ¯gure 1.1. At the source, a message,
denoted m in the ¯gure 1.1, is to be sent. If no modi¯cation is made to the message
and it is transmitted directly over the channel, any noise would distort the message so
that it is not recoverable. The basic idea of error correcting code is to embellish the
1
message by adding some redundancy to it so that hopefully the received message is
the original message that was sent. The redundancy is added by the encoder and the
embellished, called a codeword c in the ¯gure, is sent over the channel where noise
in the form of an error vector e distorts the codeword producing a received vector
r. The received vector is then sent to be decoded where the errors are removed, the
redundancy is then striped o®, and an estimate m^ of the original message is produced.
Figure 1.1: Communication Channel.
In the remaining of this chapter, we brie°y review several important concepts of error
correcting codes. We then follow with the scope of work, the contribution of this
thesis as well as the thesis outline.
1.1 Basics of Error Correcting Codes
In this section, we brie°y discuss several basic notations concerning error correcting
codes. The notions of encoding, decoding, and rate appeared in the work of Shan-
non [1]. The notions of an error correcting code itself and that of the distance of a
code, originated in the work of Hamming [2]. Shannon proposed a stochastic model of
communication channel, in which distortions are described by the conditional prob-
abilities of the transformation of one symbol into another. For every such channel,
Shannon proved that there exists a precise real number, which he called the channel
capacity, such that in order to achieve reliable communication over the channel, one
2
has to use an encoding process with rate less than its capacity. He also proved the
converse result, namely, for every rate below capacity, there exist encoding and decod-
ing schemes which can be used to achieve reliable communication, with probability
of miscommunication as small as one desires.
This remarkable result, which precisely characterized the amount of redundancy
needed to cope with noisy channel, marked the birth of information theory and cod-
ing theory. However, Shannon only prove the existence of good coding scheme at any
rate below capacity, and it was not clear how to perform the required encoding and
decoding e±ciently. Intuitively, a good code should be designed such that the encod-
ing of one message will not be confused with that of another, even if it is somewhat
distorted by the channel.
In his seminal work, Hamming [2] realized the importance of quantifying how far apart
various codewords are, and de¯ned the above notion of distance between words, which
is now appropriately referred to as Hamming distance. He also de¯ned the minimum
distance of a code as the smallest distance between two distinct codewords. This
notion soon crystallized as a fundamental of an error correcting code.
1.2 Unique Decoding Vs List Decoding
When we use a code of minimum distance d, an error pattern e of d
2
or more symbol
errors cannot always be corrected. On the other hand, for any received word r,
there can be only one codeword within a distance of d¡1
2
from r. Consequently, if
the received word r has at most d¡1
2
errors, then the transmitted codeword is the
unique codeword within distance d¡1
2
from r. Hence, by searching for a codeword
within hamming distance d¡1
2
from the received word, we can recover the correct




. We call such decoding technique as unique decoding, since the decoding
algorithm decode only up to a number of errors for which it is guaranteed to ¯nd a
unique codeword.
We are interested in what happens when the number of errors is greater than d¡1
2
. In
such a case, the unique decoding algorithm could either output the wrong codeword
(i.e., a codeword other than the one transmitted), or report a decoding failure and
not output any codeword. The former situation occurs if the error pattern takes the
received word within distance d¡1
2
of some other codeword. In such a situation, the
decoding algorithm, though the output is wrong, cannot really be faulted. After all, it
found some codeword much closer to the received word than any other codeword, and
in particular the transmitted codeword, and naturally places its bet on that codeword.




Second decoding technique is List Decoding, which allows us to decode beyond
the half minimum distance barrier faced by unique decoding. The advantage of list
decoding is that it provides meaningful decoding of received words that have no
codeword within hamming distance d¡1
2
from them. Generally, the codewords are far
apart from one another and sparsely distributed, most received words in fact fall in
this category. Therefore, list decoding up to ¿ symbol errors will usually (i.e., for
most received words) produces lists with at most one element.
Furthermore, if the received word is such that list decoding outputs several answers,
this is certainly no worse than giving up and reporting a decoding failure (since we
can always choose to return a failure if the list decoding does not output a unique
answer).
4
1.3 Scope of Work
In the ¯rst part of this thesis, two strategies to decode linear code over Z4 beyond
GS error correcting radius are presented. First, we present two stages EE decoding
strategies which exploit zero divisor 2 that present in the linear code over Z4. We also
¯nd a method to maximize the performance of two stages decoder. This is done using
our modi¯ed QPSK constellation. Essentially, this signal constellation increases the
proportion of errors of magnitude 2.
Secondly, we propose List-Chase decoder. This decoder utilizes two stages EE decoder
as the inner Hard Decision Decoder. We analyze the error correcting capability and
WER performance of both decoders. Through computer simulation, we investigate
Word Error Rate (WER) performance over the AWGN channel.
In the second part of this thesis, two variants of chase decoder to decode linear code
over Z4 using Classical Berlekamp-Massey (BM) decoder are presented. The ¯rst
decoder, Non Cascaded Chase Decoder, (NCD), utilizes two stages Error Only (EO)
decoder as the inner decoder. This two stages EO decoder consists of 2 classical
Berlekamp-Massey (BM) decoder, with post processor in between BM decoder. The
second decoder, Cascaded Chase Decoder, (CCD), utilizes 2 chase decoders in series,
with post processor in between Chase decoder.
We also highlight the important parameter in Cascaded Chase Decoder (CCD). We
derive the condition, in which CCD could attain the best WER performance / de-
coding complexity trade-o®s. Computer simulations are done to investigate the per-
formance of both proposed decoders.
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1.4 Contribution of Thesis
The contribution of this thesis is the presentation of hard and soft decoding meth-
ods for linear codes over Z4. We address the natural question: "For Hard Decision
Decoder, is there any possible way to decode linear codes over Z4 beyond GS er-
ror correcting radius?" We present two stages decoding strategies, which employs
Guruswami-Sudan (GS) decoder as component decoder. We also present Chase-like
soft decision decoder, with two stages decoder as hard decision decoder. Both de-
coding methods o®er substantial coding gain over its component decoder, i.e. GS
decoder.
Another major contribution of this thesis is the study of performance / decoding
complexity trade-o®s of two types of Chase-like decoders for linear Z4 codes. We
present Non Cascaded Chase Decoder (NCD) and Cascaded Chase Decoder (CCD).
We describe both decoding algorithms in detail. For CCD, we identify the important
parameter and how to set this parameter to obtain the best performance / decoding
complexity. Computer simulations are done to evaluate the decoder performances.
The result of these computer simulations are then discussed and analyzed.
1.5 Thesis Outline
In chapter 2, a basic description of BCH and RS codes will be presented. It focuses
on the encoding procedures for binary BCH codes, RS codes, and BCH codes over
Z4. We describe the encoding via Generator Matrix as well as Evaluation Polynomial
approach.
Chapter 3 starts o® with a brief exposition on List decoding. Two currently list de-
coding methods, namely Guruswami-Sudan (GS) and Koetter-Vardy (KV) decoders
are presented and discussed. The two stages decoding strategies, with GS decoder
6
as component decoder is presented in detail. A modi¯ed chase decoder which utilize
two stages decoder as hard decision decoder is then presented. A brief description of
the system model, simulation set up as well as the simulation results of the WER for
the both decoding methods are presented.
In Chapter 4, we begin by giving a brief exposition on the chase decoder. Two chase-
like decoders, Non-Cascaded Chase Decoder (NCD) and Cascaded Chase Decoder
(CCD) are presented. We derive the optimum condition to achieve the best perfor-
mance / decoding complexity trade-o®. Computer simulation results of the NCD
for various rate of BCH codes over Z4 are shown and compared against CCD. The
advantages of using CCD over NCD are then presented.
Chapter 5 concludes the thesis and recommends possibilities for future work.
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Chapter 2
Encoding of BCH and RS codes
2.1 Background
The Bose, Chaudhuri, and Hocquenghem (BCH) codes form a large class of powerful
random error correcting cyclic codes. This class of codes is a remarkable generaliza-
tion of the Hamming codes for multiple error correction. Binary BCH codes were
discovered by Hocquenghem in 1959 [5] and independently by Bose and Chaudhuri
in 1960 [6]. The cyclic structure of these codes was proved by Peterson in 1960 [7].
The ¯rst decoding algorithm for binary BCH codes was ¯rst devised by Peterson in
1960 [7]. The Peterson's algorithm was generalized and re¯ned by Gorenstein and
Zierler [8], Chien [10], Forney [11], Berlekamp [12], Massey [13], and others.
At about the same time as BCH codes appeared in the literature, Reed and Solomon
[14] published their work on the codes that now bear their names. These codes can be
described as special BCH codes. Because of their burst error correction capabilities,
Reed-Solomon (RS) codes are used to improve reliability of compact discs, digital
audio tapes, and other data storage systems.
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In this chapter, we describe encoding procedures of binary BCH codes, RS codes as
well as BCH code over Z4.
2.2 Construction of Binary BCH Codes
Below we describe the procedure of constructing a t-error correcting q-ary BCH code
of length n:
1. Find a primitive n-th root of unity ® in a ¯eld GF (qm), where m is minimal.
2. Select f®; ®2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; ®2tg as zeros of the generator polynomial g(x).
3. For i = ®; ®2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; ®2t, compute minimal polynomial Mi(x).
4. Compute generator polynomial g(x) = lcmfM®;M®2 ; ¢ ¢ ¢ ;M®2tg.
5. Construct generator matrix G from generator polynomial g(x).
6. Compute codeword c =mG.
2.3 Reed-Solomon Codes
A Reed-Solomon code is a special case of a BCH code in which the length of the code
is one less than the size of the ¯eld over which the symbols are de¯ned. It consists of
sequences of length qm¡ 1 whose roots include 2t consecutive powers of the primitive
element of GF (qm). Reed Solomon codes is very widely used in mass storage systems
to correct burst errors associated with media defects.
2.3.1 Encoding using the Generator Matrix
Below we describe the procedure of constructing a t-error correcting qm-ary RS code
of length n:
1. Find a primitive n-th root of unity ® in a ¯eld GF (qm), where m is minimal.
2. Select f®; ®2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; ®2tg as zeros of the generator polynomial g(x).
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3. Compute generator polynomial g(x) = (x¡ ®)(x¡ ®2) ¢ ¢ ¢ (x¡ ®2t).
4. Construct generator matrix G from generator polynomial g(x).
5. Compute codeword c =mG.
Another construction involves evaluating the message polynomial at distinct and
nonzero roots of GF (qm). The two encoding approaches generate isomorphic codes,
that is, the two codes are equivalent and di®er only in notation.
2.3.2 Encoding using the Evaluation Polynomial Approach
An (n; k) Reed-Solomon code over a ¯nite ¯eld GF (qm) is de¯ned as
C = f(m(®0);m(®1); ¢ ¢ ¢ ;m(®n¡1))jm(x) 2 GF (qm)[x]; ®i 2 GF (qm)n0g (2.1)
The message polynomial is represented by
m(x) = m0 +m1x+ ¢ ¢ ¢+mk¡1xk¡1 (2.2)
The ®i's are distinct non-zero elements of the ¯eld GF (q
m).
2.4 Construction of BCH Codes over Z4
In this section, we present the procedure for constructing BCH codes over Z4. There
are 2 methods, encoding via generator matrix and encoding via evaluation polynomial.
2.4.1 Encoding via Generator Matrix
Below we describe the procedure for constructing an (n = 2r ¡ 1; k) BCH code over
Z4 via Generator Matrix:
1. Find a primitive n-th root of unity ® in a Galois Ring GR(4; r).
2. Select f®; ®2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; ®2tg as zeros of the generator polynomial g(x).
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3. For i = ®; ®2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; ®2t, compute minimal polynomial Mi(x).
4. Compute generator polynomial g(x) = lcmfM®;M®2 ; ¢ ¢ ¢ ;M®ng.
5. Construct generator matrix G from generator polynomial g(x).
6. Compute codeword c =mG.
2.4.2 Encoding via Evaluation Polynomial
Below we describe the procedure for constructing an (n = 2r ¡ 1; k) BCH code over
Z4 via Evaluation Polynomial:
1. Find a primitive n-th root of unity ® in a Galois Ring GR(4; r).
2. Select f®; ®2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; ®ng as the code locators.
3. Suppose m(x) = m0+m1x+ ¢ ¢ ¢+mk¡1xk¡1 2 GR(4; r)[x] is the message polyno-
mial, encoded codeword c = (m(®);m(®2); ¢ ¢ ¢ ;m(®n) : 8m(®i)ni=1 2 Z4).
2.4.3 Worked Example
Consider a (63,36) BCH code over Z4. This code has error correcting capability
t = 5. Choose Á(a) = a6 + a + 1 as the primitive polynomial. Extension ring,
R = GR(4; 6) = Z4=ha6 + a+ 1i. Field, F = GF (26) = GF (2)[a]=ha6 + a+ 1i. The
primitive element is ® = 2a3+3a. Since t = 5, the required zeros are f®; ®2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; ®10g.
We compute minimal polynomial as follows:
M® =M®2 =M®4 =M®8 = (x¡ ®)(x¡ ®2)(x¡ ®4)(x¡ ®8)(x¡ ®16)(x¡ ®32)
(2.3)
= 1 + 3x+ 2x3 + x6 (2.4)
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M®3 =M®6 = (x¡ ®3)(x¡ ®6)(x¡ ®12)(x¡ ®24)(x¡ ®48)(x¡ ®33) (2.5)
= 1 + x+ 3x2 + 3x4 + 2x5 + x6 (2.6)
M®5 =M®10 = (x¡ ®5)(x¡ ®10)(x¡ ®20)(x¡ ®40)(x¡ ®17)(x¡ ®34) (2.7)
= 1 + x+ x2 + 2x4 + 3x5 + x6 (2.8)
M®7 = (x¡ ®7)(x¡ ®14)(x¡ ®28)(x¡ ®56)(x¡ ®49)(x¡ ®35) (2.9)
= 1 + x3 + x6 (2.10)
M®9 = (x¡ ®9)(x¡ ®18)(x¡ ®36) (2.11)
= 3 + 2x+ 3x2 + x3 (2.12)
We can compute generator polynomial as follows:
g(x) = lcmfM®M®2M®3M®4M®5M®6M®7M®8M®9M®10g (2.13)
=M®M®3M®5M®7M®9 (2.14)
= 3 + x+ 2x2 + x4 + 2x6 + x8 + 2x10 + 2x11 + 2x14 + 3x15 + 2x16
+3x17 + 3x18 + 3x19 + 3x21 + x22 + 2x23 + 2x24 + x27
(2.15)
2.5 Inputs for Two Stages Decoder
In this section, we derive inputs for two stages decoder. Suppose a codeword c =mG
is transmitted and received as h = c+ e, where e is the error vector induced by the
channel. We can express 2-adic expansion of m, G and e as follows:
m =m1 + 2m2 (2.16)
G = G1 + 2G2 (2.17)
e = e1 + 2e2 (2.18)
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Hard decision received vector h can be expressed as:
h =mG+ e (2.19)
= (m1 + 2m2)(G1 + 2G2) + (e1 + 2e2) (2.20)
=m1G1 + e1 + 2(m1G2 +m2G1 + e2) (2.21)
The input for the ¯rst stage, h1 = h mod 2 = m1G1 + e1. h can also be expressed
as:
h =m1G+ 2m2G1 + e1 + 2e2 (2.22)




2.5.1 Binary image codes from Z4 linear codes
Binary codes are obtained from Z4 linear codes using a mapping ': Z4 !GF (2)2
de¯ned as follows: '(0) = 00, '(1) = 01, '(2) = 10, '(3) = 11.
' is then extended from componentwise to a vector, denoted as ª: Zn4 !GF (2)2n. If
C is a Z4 linear code, then its image will be the binary code denoted by ª(C ).
2.5.2 Z4 linear codes from its binary image codes
Z4 linear codes are obtained from its binary image codes using an inverse mapping
'¡1: GF (2)2 !Z4 de¯ned as follows: '¡1(00) = 0, '¡1(01) = 1, '¡1(10) = 2,
'¡1(11) = 3.
'¡1 is then extended from componentwise to a vector, denoted as ª¡1: GF (2)2n !Zn4 .
If C is a binary image code, then its Z4 linear code denoted by ª¡1(C ).
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Chapter 3
Decoding of BCH codes
3.1 Classical Decoding of BCH codes
In this section, we present algorithm for decoding of BCH codes. The decoding
method used is called Berlekamp-Massey (BM) decoding.
Let C denote a t error correcting BCH code with design distance ± = 2t+1. Suppose
a transmitted codeword c 2 C is received as r = c+e = (r0; r1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; rn¡1), where e =
(e0; e1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; en¡1) is the error vector. De¯ne the syndrome s of e by s = rHT = eHT =

























The roots of ¾ =
Q
j2Supp(e)
(x ¡ ®j) give the error locations in e, therefore ¾ is called
the error locator polynomial of e.




(®j ¡ ®i) (3.27)
then,
!(®j) = ej®
bj¾0(®j) , j 2 Supp(e) (3.28)





Therefore ! is called error evaluator polynomial of e.
3.1.1 Algorithm
Below is the procedure to decode BCH code.




(b¡i)j. If 8i , si = 0,
then return r and exit; otherwise, go to step 2.
2. Find the minimal solution (¾; x!) to the key equation.
3. Solve for the roots of ¾ to ¯nd the error locations.
4. For each j 2 Supp(e), set ej = !(®j)®bj¾0(®j) .
5. Return c^ = r¡ e.
The following algorithm is used to perform step 2.
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Algorithm B
Initialization: ¹(0) := (1; 0); ¹0 := (0;¡x);¢0 := 1; d := 1






j s¡i+1+deg¹(i¡1)¡j; // ¹
(i¡1)
j is the j-th coordinate of ¹
(i¡1)
if ¢ 6= 0 then
f if d < 0 then fd := ¡d ; ¹(i) := xd¹(i¡1) ¡ ¢
¢0 ¹
0 ; ¹0 := ¹(i¡1) ; ¢0 := ¢ ; g
else f¹(i) := ¹(i¡1) ¡ ¢
¢0x
d¹0 ; gg
else d := d¡ 1 ; g
return ¹(2t)
3.1.2 Worked Example
Consider the (15,5) triple error correcting BCH code. The generator polynomial of
this code is g(x) = 1 + x+ x2 + x4 + x5 + x8 + x10.
Assume that the all zeros codeword, c = (0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0), is trans-
mitted, and the vector r = (0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0) is received. Thus,
r(x) = x3 + x5 + x12.
Step 1 : From rHT , we obtain syndrome sequence s = (1; 1; ®10; 1; ®10; ®5).
Step 2 : Applying Algorithm B, we obtain (¾; x!) = x3 + x2 + ®5; x3 + ®5x.
Step 3 : Factoring ¾ over GF (16), yields ¾ = (x ¡ ®3)(x ¡ ®5)(x ¡ ®12).
Thus, Supp(e) = f3; 5; 12g.
Step 4 : ! = x2 + ®5 , ¾0 = x2
e3 =
!(®3)
®3¾0(®3) = 1 ; e5 =
!(®5)
®5¾0(®5) = 1 ; e12 =
!(®12)
®12¾0(®12) = 1
Step 5 : c^ = (0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0) - (0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0)
= (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0)
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3.2 Error and Erasure Decoding
An erasure is an error for which the error location is known, but the error magnitude
is not known. A code can be used to correct combinations of errors and erasures. A
code with minimum distance dmin is capable of correcting any pattern of v errors and
e erasures provided the following condition
dmin ¸ 2v + e+ 1 (3.30)
is satis¯ed. To see this, delete from all the codewords the e components where the
receiver has declared erasures. This deletion results in a shortened code of length
n ¡ e. The minimum distance of this shortened code is at least dmin ¡ e ¸ 2v + 1.
Hence, v errors can be corrected in the unerased positions. As a result, the shortened
codeword with e components erased can be recovered. Finally, because dmin ¸ e+ 1
there is one and only one codeword in the original code that agrees with the unerased
components. Consequently, the entire codeword can be recovered.
Error and erasure correction for any binary codes are quite simple. Replace all the
erased bits with zeroes. Below, we describe the algorithmic procedures of Error and
Erasure Decoding
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Suppose the received vector r contains u symbol errors at positions
fi1; i2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; iug, and v symbol erasures at positions fj1; j2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; jvg.




2. Form the modi¯ed received polynomial r0(x) by replacing the erased sym-
bols with zeros. Compute the syndrome polynomial
s(x) = s0 + s¡1x+ ¢ ¢ ¢+ s¡2t+1x¡2t+1 (3.31)
from r0(x).
3. Compute the modi¯ed syndrome polynomial
p(x) = ¯(x)s(x) (3.32)
= pvx
v + pv¡1xv¡1 + ¢ ¢ ¢+ p0 + p¡1x¡1 + ¢ ¢ ¢+ p¡2t+1x¡2t+1 (3.33)
Modi¯ed syndrome vector p = (p0; p¡1; p¡2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; p¡2t+v+1)
4. With p as the input, compute error locator polynomial ¾err(x) = ¹
(2t¡v)
using algorithm B.
5. Find the roots of ¾err(x), compute the error and erasure locator polynomial
¾(x) = ¾err(x)¯(x).








7. Supp(e) = Supp(eerr)
S
Supp(eera). Compute ej =
!(®j)
®bj¾0(®j) .




j , c^(x) = r0(x)¡ e(x).
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3.2.1 Worked Example
Consider the (15,5) triple error correcting BCH code. The generator polynomial of
this code is g(x) = 1 + x+ x2 + x4 + x5 + x8 + x10.
Assume that the all zeros codeword, c = (0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0) is trans-
mitted and the received vector is r = (0; 0; 0; ?; 0; 0; ?; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0), where "?"
denotes an erasure. The received polynomial is r(x) = (?)x3 + (?)x6 + x9 + x12.
Step 1 : Erasure location polynomial, ¯(x) = (x¡ ®3)(x¡ ®6) = x2 + ®2x+ ®9.
Step 2 : Replacing the erased symbols with zeros, we obtain modi¯ed received
polynomial, r0(x) = x9 + x12. The syndrome components computed from
r0(x) are s = f®8; ®; ®4; ®2; 0; ®8g. The syndrome polynomial is then
s(x) = ®8 + ®x¡1 + ®4x¡2 + ®2x¡3 + ®8x¡5.
Step 3 : The modi¯ed syndrome polynomial p(x) = ¯(x)s(x) = ®8x2+®8x+®12+
®12x¡1 + ®11x¡2 + ®7x¡3 + ®10x¡4 + ®2x¡5, p = (®12; ®12; ®11; ®7).
Step 4 : Applying Algorithm B, we obtain ¾err(x) = ¹
(4) = x2 + ®8x+ ®6.
Step 5 : Factoring ¾err(x) over GF (16) yields ¾err(x) = (x¡ ®9)(x¡ ®12).
Hence, Supp(eerr) = f9; 12g.
¾(x) = (x2+®2x+®9)(x2+®8x+®6) = x4+x3+x2+x+1. ¾0(x) = x2+1.







s¡jxi¡j¡1) = ®2x+ ®10x2 + ®8x3.
Step 7 : Supp(e) = Supp(eerr)
S
Supp(eera) = f3; 6; 9; 12g.
e3 =
!(®3)
®3¾0(®3) = 0, e6 =
!(®6)
®6¾0(®6) = 0, e9 =
!(®9)
®9¾0(®9) = 1, e12 =
!(®12)
®12¾0(®12) = 1.
Step 8 : c^(x) = r0(x)¡ P
j2Supp(e)
ejx
j = (x9 + x12)¡ (x9 + x12) = 0, which is the
codeword that was transmitted.
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3.3 Reliability Based Soft Decision Decoding
In this section, we present two decoding algorithms based on processing of the least
reliable position of a received sequence. The ¯rst such algorithm is known as the
Generalized Minimum Distance (GMD) decoding algorithm devised by Forney in
1966. Then, we present Chase decoding algorithm.
3.3.1 The Channel Reliability Matrix ¦ and Reliability Vec-
tor g
For an (n; k) BCH code over Z4, the reliability matrix is given by:
¦ =
26666664
¼1;1 ¼1;2 ¢ ¢ ¢ ¼1;n
¼2;1 ¼2;2 ¢ ¢ ¢ ¼2;n
¼3;1 ¼3;2 ¢ ¢ ¢ ¼3;n
¼4;1 ¼4;2 ¢ ¢ ¢ ¼4;n
37777775 ; (3.35)
where
¼i;j = P (cj = °ijr); °i 2 f0; 1; 2; 3g and j = 1; 2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n (3.36)
Each entry ¼i;j is, therefore, the probability that the j-th codeword symbol is the Z4
element °i 2 Z4 given r. We can pick the largest reliability out of each column from
(3.35) and construct the reliability vector g = (g1; g2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; gn) such that
gj = max
i
f¼i;jg; i = 1; 2; 3; 4 and j = 1; 2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n (3.37)
The hard decision vector h = (h1; h2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; hn) is found by
yj = f°iji = argmaxif¼i;jg; for i 2 f1; 2; 3; 4gg (3.38)
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3.3.2 Generalized Minimum Distance (GMD) Decoding
The GMD algorithm is a very simple and elegant method of using reliability infor-
mation of the received symbols to improve algebraic decoding for both binary and
non-binary codes. Forney's GMD decoding takes as inputs the hard decision received
word h = fh1; h2; : : : ; hng and its associated reliability vector r = fr1; r2; : : : ; rng.
GMD decoding performs a series of error and erasure hard decision decoding on h by
erasing the s least reliable symbols according to reliability vector g.
3.3.3 Chase Decoding
The Chase Decoding algorithm was ¯rst publish in [32] by David Chase in 1972. The
idea behind Chase Decoding approach is to employ a set of most likely error patterns,
selected based on the reliability of the received symbols, to modify the hard decision
version of the of the received vector before it is fed to a conventional hard-decision
decoder. This algorithm performs the following decoding steps:
1. Form the hard decision receive vector h from r.
2. Identify t least reliable positions in r.
3. For i = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; 2t, generate error patterns ei based on t least reliable
positions in r.
4. For i = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; 2t, compute zi = h+ ei.
5. For i = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; 2t, decode zi using Classical decoder. Denote vi as
decoded codeword of zi.




7. The output of Chase decoder is decoded codeword vi which have maximum
metric mi.




List Decoding of BCH code over Z4
4.1 Background
List decoding was ¯rst introduced independently by Peter Elias in [18] and Wozencraft
in [19]. Formally, list decoding problem is de¯ned as follows: Given a received word
h, ¯nd and output a list of all codewords v that are within Hamming distance ¿
from h, where ¿ > t. List decoding permits one to decode beyond the half minimum
distance barrier faced by unique decoding. Guruswami and Sudan (GS) were the
¯rst to develop an e±cient algorithm that solves the list decoding problem for certain
values of n, k, and ¿ in polynomial time.
The GS list decoding algorithm consists of three steps: interpolation, factorization,
and elimination. The core idea behind GS list decoding is to ¯nd a curve over GF (q)
that ¯ts the coordinates (xi; yi) constructed by pairing the distinct non-zero elements
of GF (q), or xi's, and the elements of the received word, or yi's.
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4.2 The Algorithm of Guruswami and Sudan
4.2.1 Field Case
Algorithm 1
Inputs: n,k,¿ ,f(xi; yi)n¡1i=0 g where xi's are code locators and (xi; yi)2GF (q).






, and l = m¾ ¡ 1.
1. Interpolation: Find a bivariate polynomial Q(x; y) that interpo-
lates all interpolation points (xi; yi) with multiplicity m, such that
deg(1;k¡1) [Q (x; y)] · l.
2. Root Finding: Factorize bivariate polynomial Q(x; y) into all linear y-
roots.
3. Elimination: Generate the codewords from the y-roots and keep only
those that are within Hamming distance ¿ from h.
4.2.2 Worked Example
Given a (6; 2; 5) RS code over GF (7), the classical decoding radius is t = b5¡1
2
c =
2 and the GS decoding radius is ¿ = b6 ¡ p6(2¡ 1)c = 3 errors. Suppose we
transmit codeword c = (5; 3; 1; 6; 4; 2) over an AWGN channel and receive as h =
(1; 1; 1; 6; 4; 1). The GS list decoder will perform the following steps:
1. Interpolate with multiplicity: Q(x; y) = 5x+ (2x+ 6)y + y2.
2. Factorization: Q(x; y) = 5x+ (2x+ 6)y + y2 = (y ¡ 1)(y ¡ 5x).
3. Elimination: Output only the 3-consistent codewords
a. m^1 = 1 which generate the decoded codeword c^1 = (1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1).
b. m^2 = 5x which generate the decoded codeword c^2 = (5; 3; 1; 6; 4; 2).
Both codewords have hamming distance less than or equal to ¿ = 3 from h. In
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this case, we have a list of size 2.
4.2.3 Ring Case
In [15], the author show that the GS list decoding procedure may be used to decode
generalized Reed-Solomon codes de¯ned over commutative rings with identity. The
author also give an algorithm for performing Interpolation step.
4.3 Koetter-Vardy (KV) Algebraic Soft Decision
decoder
Koetter and Vardy [21] developed a polynomial-time soft decision decoding algorithm
based on GS list decoding. Koetter and Vardy's approach uses polynomial interpola-
tion with variable multiplicities while GS list decoding uses polynomial interpolation
with ¯xed multiplicities. For an (n; k) BCH code over Z4, the KV algorithm generate
multiplicity matrix given by:
M =
26666664
m1;1 m1;2 ¢ ¢ ¢ m1;n
m2;1 m2;2 ¢ ¢ ¢ m2;n
m3;1 m3;2 ¢ ¢ ¢ m3;n
m4;1 m4;2 ¢ ¢ ¢ m4;n
37777775 ; (4.39)
The allocation of multiplicities in the 4£ n matrix M is done by a greedy algorithm
[21], Algorithm A. Each entry in M can be a di®erent non-negative integer. GS list
decoding can be viewed as a special case of the KV algorithm with a multiplicity
matrixM that consists of one and only one nonzero entry in each column where each
nonzero entry has the same value. Roughly speaking, the KV approach allows the
more reliable entries in M to receive higher multiplicity values and this yields the
potential for improved performance.
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4.3.1 KV decoding algorithm
Koetter and Vardy (KV) [21] developed an algorithm, which they named Algorithm
A, that takes as input a size q£n reliability matrix¦ and the number of interpolation
points s, and outputs an interpolating matrix M.
Algorithm A
Inputs: The channel reliability matrix, ¦, and the number of interpolation
points, s.
Initialization: Set ¦0 = ¦ and M := all-zero matrix






mi;j := mi;j + 1 (4.41)
s := s¡ 1 (4.42)
2. If s=0 return M, else repeat 1.
The steps in KV soft decision decoding are:
1. Given a reliability matrix ¦ from the channel decoder, use KV Algorithm A to
¯nd a multiplicity matrix M that maximizes hM;¦i under the given constraint
indicated by s, where hA;Bi denote inner product between two matrices A and
B.
2. Find a bivariate polynomial QM(x; y) that interpolates the coordinates of each
nonzero entry in M with multiplicity mi;j.
3. Factorize bivariate polynomial QM(x; y) into a list of decoded codeword polyno-
mials.
4. Select the most likely decoded codeword out of the list.
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Koetter and Vardy in [21] proved that QM(x; y) has factor y ¡ f(x), where f(x)
evaluates to a codeword c, if
sM(c) ¸
p
2(k ¡ 1)C (4.44)
where sM(c) = hM; [c]i.
4.4 Two Stages Error and Erasure decoders
4.4.1 Background
Recently, Guruswami-Sudan (GS) decoder is the most powerful hard decision decoder
in terms of error correcting capability. It is able to correct error beyond half minimum
distance of the code. It is an interesting thing to look for a decoding strategy which
more powerful than GS decoder. Fortunately, for BCH code over Z4, we can exploit
the presence of zero divisor 2 to decode beyond GS decoding radius ¿ . This is the










r1 = (r1;1; r2;1; : : : ; rn;1)
r2 = (r1;2; r2;2; : : : ; rn;2)
h1 = (h1;1; h2;1; : : : ; hn;1) is hard decision vector of r1.
h2 = (h1;2; h2;2; : : : ; hn;2) is hard decision vector of r2.
h = h1 + 2h2 = (h1; h2; : : : ; hn)
Stage 1:
1.1 Decode hard decision receive vector h1 using GS decoder over GF (2
r).
Let L1 denote list of codewords from the ¯rst stage.
1.2 The output of stage 1, v^1 is the most likely codeword in the list L1 i.e.
the codeword that have smallest hamming distance from h1.
Post-Processor:
P.1 Compute e^1 = h1 ¡ v^1.
P.2 Compute m^1(x), the message polynomial corresponding to decoded word
v^1.
P.3 Compute ª = (m^1 (®0) ; m^1 (®1) ; : : : ; m^1 (®n¡1)).












P.5 Identify erasure positions for the second stage, E = supp(e^1).
P.6 The input for the stage 2, h4 = fh3jgj2f1;2;:::;ngnE.
Stage 2:
2.1 Decode h4 using GS decoder overGF (2
r). Let L2 denote list of codewords
from the second stage.
Output: m^(x) = m^1(x) + 2m^2(x), where m^2(x) is all decoded message in
L2. c^ = (m^ (®0) ; m^ (®1) ; : : : ; m^ (®n¡1)).
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Figure 4.2 illustrate the block diagram of Two Stages Error and Erasure decoder.
Figure 4.2: Two Stages Error and Erasure Decoder.
4.4.3 Error Correction Capability
Suppose a codeword c is transmitted and received as h = c+ e, where e is the error
vector induced by the channel. We can express 2-adic expansion of c, h and e as
follows:
c = c1 + 2c2 (4.45)
h = h1 + 2h2 (4.46)
e = e1 + 2e2 (4.47)
The ¯rst stage of Two Stages EE decoder decode h1 using GS decoder over GF (2
r).
From the ¯rst stage we obtain decoded codeword v^1 and from the estimate error
e^1, we can compute erasure position E for the second stage. The second stage then
decode h4. It is clear that the ¯rst stage attempt to correct error of magnitude 1 or
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3 (unit error), while the second stage attempt to correct error of magnitude 2 (zero
divisor error).
The ¯rst stage of Two Stages EE decoder decode a binary vector of length n1 = 2
r¡1
using GS decoder over GF (2r). The second stage of Two stages EE decoder decode
a binary vector of length n2 = 2
r ¡ 1¡ jEj using GS decoder over GF (2r).
Stage 1 is able to correct unit errors at most ¿1 = dn¡
p
n(n¡ k)e. Stage 2 is
able to correct zero divisor errors at most ¿2 = dn¡ jEj ¡
p
(n¡ jEj)(n¡ k)e. With
combine e®ort of stage 1 and stage 2, the two stages EE decoder is able to correct
errors up to
tEE = ¿1 + ¿2 (4.48)
with certain probability which depends on the distribution of error induced by the
channel. Hence, it is clear that the two stages EE decoder could exceed the GS
decoding radius by a substantial margin with signi¯cant probability. In the next
subsection, we will describe a simple method to maximize the performance of two
stages EE decoder by modifying QPSK constellation.
4.4.4 Modi¯ed QPSK constellation
The performance of two stages EE decoder depends on the distribution of errors
induced by the channel. Ideally, to achieve the maximum performance, the number
of unit errors should be proportional to ¿1 and the number of zero divisor errors
should be proportional to ¿2. With conventional QPSK constellation, as describe in
¯gure 4.3, when codeword symbol cj = 0 is transmitted over an AWGN channel,
P (hj = 1=cj = 0) = P (hj = 3=cj = 0) > P (hj = 2=cj = 0). This implies that
P (ej = 1) = P (ej = 3) > P (ej = 2). In this way, most of the symbol errors induced
by the channel need to be corrected by the ¯rst stage and only small portion of the
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symbol errors need to be corrected by the second stage. Hence, it is clear that the
two stages EE decoder will not provide much improvements over a single stage GS









Figure 4.3: Conventional QPSK constellation.
To achieve a better performance, we need to shift some of the symbol errors from the
¯rst stage to the second stage. This can done by using modi¯ed QPSK constellation,
as describe in ¯gure 4.4. With our modi¯ed QPSK constellation, when codeword
symbol cj = 0 is transmitted over an AWGN channel, P (hj = 1=cj = 0) = P (hj =
2=cj = 0) > P (hj = 3=cj = 0). This implies that P (ej = 1) = P (ej = 2) > P (ej = 3).
This signal constellation increases the proportion of errors of magnitude 2. In this










Figure 4.4: Modi¯ed QPSK constellation.
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4.4.5 Performance Analysis
Let us denote Eb as average uncoded bit energy, N0 as noise power spectral density,
and Rc as the rate of C. With our QPSK constellation, de¯ne:
P0 = Pfej = 0g = (1¡ ®)2 (4.49)
P13 = Pfej = 1 or ej = 3g = ® (4.50)
P2 = Pfej = 2g = ®(1¡ ®) (4.51)










Let us assume that we have an event Ai where error of weight w = dH(c;h) > ¿ is
occur during transmission over AWGN channel. i is the number of unit errors and j
is the number of zero divisor errors.








Recall that error correcting capability of stage 1, ¿1 = dn¡
p
n(n¡ d)¡ 1e. De¯ne
»1 as follow:






Recall that error correcting capability of stage 2, ¿2 = dn¡ jEj ¡
p
(n¡ jEj)(n¡ d)¡ 1e.
Stage 2 will fail to correct j zero divisor errors when
j = w ¡ i > ¿2 = dn¡ i¡
p
(n¡ i)(n¡ d)¡ 1e. De¯ne »2 as follow:






The two stages EE decoder was able to correct error e of weight w when both stages
successfully correct the error. It fails to correct error e of weight w with probability
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given by









Hence, the Word Error Rate (WER) of the BCH code over Z4 when decoded using






In the previous section, we have shown that the two stages EE decoding strategies
is more powerful than GS decoder. The nature of two stages EE decoder is a hard
decision decoder (HDD). On the other hand, chase decoder has the ability to use soft
information provided by the channel. In this section, we introduce List-Chase Decoder
(LCD) approach which combines both two stages EE and chase decoding concepts to
obtain an improvement in SNR performance. For the discussion on Chase Decoding
Algorithm, please refer to subsection 3.3.3.
4.5.1 List-Chase Decoding Algorithm
In this subsection, we describe the algorithm for our List-Chase Decoder.
Algorithm 3
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Input: r = (r1;2; r1;1; r2;2; r2;1; : : : ; rn;2; rn;1) is the output of AWGN channel.
hb = (h1;2; h1;1; h2;2; h2;1; : : : ; hn;2; hn;1) is hard decision vector of r.
1. For i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2¿ , generate error patterns ei based on ¿ least reliable
positions in r .
2. For i = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; 2¿ , compute zi = hb + ei.
3. For i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2¿ , convert zi 2 Z2n2 into ki 2 Zn4 by ª¡1, as describe in
subsection 2.5.2.
4. For i = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; 2¿ , decode ki using two stages EE decoder. Let L
denote a list of all decoded word, i.e. L =
©
v1;v2;v3; : : : ;vjLj
ª
.
5. For i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2¿ , convert vi 2 Zn4 into v^i 2 Z2n2 by ª, as describe in
subsection 2.5.1.




7. The output of Chase decoder is decoded codeword vi which have maximum
metric mi.
Figure 4.5 illustrate the block diagram of List-Chase Decoder.
4.5.2 List-Chase Error Correcting Capability
Consider we received hb = c + e. e = (e1; e2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; e2n) is the error induced by the
channel, with e1 = e2 = ¢ ¢ ¢ = etEE+¿ = 1, where tEE denotes error correcting
capability of two stages EE decoder and ¿ denotes GS error correcting capability.
Chase decoder generates 2¿ error patterns based on ¿ least reliable bits. Let E =
(E1; E2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; E2n) denote the error pattern generated by chase decoder and ² denote
the number of 1's in the error pattern E. Obviously, we have 0 · ² · ¿ .
Assume that fhb2; hb4; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; h2¿g are the ¿ least reliable bits in hb. One of the error
pattern generated by chase decoder is Er = (E1; E2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; E2n), with E2 = E4 = ¢ ¢ ¢ =
E2¿ = 1. Denote p as the output of classical decoder and Lp as the list of all p.
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Figure 4.5: List-Chase Decoder.
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With error pattern Er, let us denote zr = hb + Er and pr as the input and output
of classical decoder, respectively. Chase decoder will compute the metrics for all
decoded codeword p and output decoded codeword p with the largest metric. When
Chase decoder output c^ = pr, error e of weight tEE + ¿ has been corrected. This is
the case for maximum error correcting capability of chase decoder.
Hence, it is clear that the list-chase decoder can correct up to t = tEE + ¿ symbol
errors. The average error correcting capability of the decoder depends on the soft
information received from the channel.
4.6 Simulations
In this section, we investigate the Word Error Rate (WER) performance of the Two
Stages Error and Erasure decoder and List-Chase decoder via simulations. We choose
(7; 5) BCH code over Z4. We use Evaluation Polynomial approach to encode the
message polynomial. For two stages EE decoder, the simulation results show that the
decoder outperform the existing GS decoder by 0:4 dB at a WER of 10¡3. For List-
Chase decoder, the simulation result show that the decoder outperforms GS decoder,
two stages EE decoder, KV decoder by 1:5 dB, 1:2 dB, 0:7 dB, respectively at a WER
of 10¡3. We then compare the complexity of our proposed decoder over its component
decoder, i.e. GS decoder.
We begin with a brief description of the system model.
4.6.1 System Model
For the simulations, QPSK constellation was used and AWGN was added to the
transmitted signal. The system model is shown in ¯gure 4.6. The BCH encoder takes
message polynomial m and output codeword c of length n. The codeword is then
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passed through a QPSK modulator, mapping it to a signal block b to be transmitted.
After these signals pass through the communication channel, the received vector r is
then decoded by a channel decoder. The resulting decoded codeword is c^.
Figure 4.6: Simulation Model.
De¯ning the channel output by rk = bk + nk, where rk is the k-th received bit and
nk is a zero mean normal random variable with variance ¾
2 = N0
2
(where N0 is the
single-sided power spectral density).
4.6.2 Simulation Results
Performance of Two Stages Error and Erasures decoder
In this section, the performance of Two Stages EE decoder is compared against its
component decoder, i.e. GS decoder. For (7; 5) BCH code over Z4, GS error correcting
radius ¿ = 1. For two stages EE decoder, the decoder capability to correct unit error
¿1 = 1 and the decoder capability to correct zero divisor ¿2 = 1. Hence, for (7; 5)
BCH code over Z4, two stages EE decoder is able to correct up to 2 symbols error
with certain probability.
Table 4.1 shows GS decoder error correction when it is applied to (7; 5) BCH code
over Z4. Table 4.2 shows Two stages EE decoder error correction when it is applied
to (7; 5) BCH code over Z4. Comparing table 4.1 and table 4.2, we can easily see
that the advantage of using two stages EE decoder is when we received h with 1 unit
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Figure 4.7: Performance of (7,5) BCH code over Z4 under various decoders.
error and 1 zero divisor error. GS decoder is unable to retrieve the original message
correctly, while two stages EE decoder is able to retrieve the original message correctly.






= 42(1¡ ®)11®2 (4.58)
Table 4.3 shows the probability P (A1) for various SNR.
Figure 4.7 shows the simulation result of GS decoder and two stages EE decoder.
Comparing both performances, two stages EE decoder outperform GS decoder by 0:4
dB at a WER of 10¡3. Note that the performance improvement is at the expense of
higher decoding complexity.
The performance of two stages EE decoder is worse than the performance of soft
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Number of symbol errors in h Decoding Result
· 1 correctable
¸ 2 uncorrectable
Table 4.1: Error correction of GS decoder for (7,5) BCH code over Z4
Number of symbol errors in h Decoding Result
· 1 correctable
1 unit error + 1 zero divisor error correctable
2 unit errors uncorrectable
2 zero divisor errors uncorrectable
¸ 3 uncorrectable
Table 4.2: Error correction of two stages EE decoder for (7,5) BCH code over Z4
decision KV decoder. This result was expected, since two stages EE decoder is a Hard
Decision Decoder (HDD) while KV decoder is Soft Decision Decoder, and the nature
of soft decision decoder always perform much better than hard decision decoder.
Performance of List-Chase decoder
In this section, the performance of List-Chase decoder is compared against two stages
EE decoder and KV decoder. Figure 4.7 shows the performance of List-Chase decoder.
It outperforms GS decoder, two stages EE decoder, KV decoder by 1:5 dB, 1:2 dB,
0:7 dB, respectively at a WER of 10¡3.
It is interesting to note that List-Chase decoder could outperform KV decoder by
signi¯cant coding gain. The reason for this result lie in the processing of soft infor-
mation. For KV decoder, the soft information is converted into a set of interpolation
points with corresponding multipicities using KV algorithm A. One of the constraint









Table 4.3: Error correction of two stages EE decoder for (7,5) BCH code over Z4
A does not fully utilize the soft information provided by the channel. For this reason,
KV decoder is not an optimal soft decision decoder. For List-Chase decoder, the outer
Chase decoder has a better way to utilize soft information provided by the channel.
It uses soft information to generate the error patterns.
For (7; 5) BCH code over Z4, List-Chase decoder is capable to correct up to 3 symbol
errors with certain probability. The overall performance depends on the accuracy
of generation of the error pattern, which is in turn depends on the soft information
provided by the channel.
Obviously, List-Chase decoder have higher decoding complexity than two stages EE
decoder. For (7; 5) BCH code over Z4, which have GS error correcting radius ¿ = 1,
List-Chase decoding process requires 21 = 2 two stages EE decoder. In other words,
decoding complexity of List-Chase decoding is twice of that two stages EE decoder.
Using computer simulation, we show that List-Chase decoder outperform two stages




To summarize, we address the natural question: "For Hard Decision Decoder, is there
any possible way to decode linear codes over Z4 beyond GS error correcting radius?".
Two stages EE decoding strategies which employ the GS decoder as component de-
coder has been presented as the answer for the above question. The advantage of
using two stages EE decoder comes from its ability to correct zero divisor error in the
second stage. We propose to use modi¯ed QPSK constellation to further improve the
performance of two stages EE decoder.
We also present List-Chase soft decision decoder, which utilize two stages EE de-
coder as the inner Hard Decision Decoder. Our computer simulations have shown
superiority of both methods over its component decoder.
The ¯rst decoder, two stages EE decoder o®er 0.4 dB of coding gain over GS decoder
at WER of 10¡3. The second decoder, List-Chase decoder has pretty impressive
performance. It outperforms GS decoder, two stages EE decoder, KV decoder by 1:5
dB, 1:2 dB, 0:7 dB, respectively at a WER of 10¡3.
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Chapter 5
Chase Decoding of BCH code over
Z4
5.1 Non-Cascaded Chase Decoder
5.1.1 Two Stages Error Only (EO) decoder Algorithm
In this section we describe algorithmic procedure of Two Stages EO decoder. For the
discussion on Chase Decoding Algorithm, please refer to subsection 3.3.3.
Algorithm 4
42





r1 = (r1;1; r2;1; : : : ; rn;1)
r2 = (r1;2; r2;2; : : : ; rn;2)
h1 = (h1;1; h2;1; : : : ; hn;1) is hard decision vector of r1.
h2 = (h1;2; h2;2; : : : ; hn;2) is hard decision vector of r2.
h = h1 + 2h2 = (h1; h2; : : : ; hn)
Stage 1:
1.1 Decode h1 using classical Berlekamp-Massey (BM) decoder. The decoded
word is c^1.
Post-Processor:
P.1 Compute m^1, the message block corresponding to decoded word c^1.












2.1 Decode h3 using classical Berlekamp-Massey (BM) decoder. The decoded
word is c^2.
Output: c^ = c^1 + 2c^2 2 Zn4
Figure 5.8 illustrate the block diagram of Two Stages Decoder.
5.1.2 Worked Example
Consider the (15,5) triple error correcting BCH code over Z4. The generator polyno-
mial of this code is g(x) = 1 + x+ 3x2 + 3x4 + 3x5 + 2x7 + x8 + 2x9 + x10.
Assume that the all zeros codeword, c = (0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0) is trans-
mitted and the received vector is h = (1; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0; 2; 0; 2; 1; 0; 0; 2; 0; 0). The received
polynomial is r(x) = 1 + x3 + 2x6 + 2x8 + x9 + 2x12.
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Figure 5.8: Two Stages Decoder.
Input for stage 1: h1 = (1; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0).
Stage 1:
1.1 From rHT , we obtain syndrome sequence s = (®4; ®8; ®2; ®; 1; ®4).
1.2 Applying Algorithm B, we obtain (¾; x!) = (x3+®4x2+®13x+®12; ®4x3+®12x).
1.3 Factoring ¾(x) over GF (16), yields ¾(x) = (x¡ 1)(x¡ ®3)(x¡ ®9).
Thus, Supp(e) = f0; 3; 9g.
1.4 Error evaluator polynomial, ! = ®4x2 + ®12 , ¾0(x) = x2 + ®13.
e0 =
!(1)
1¾0(1) = 1 ; e3 =
!(®3)
®3¾0(®3) = 1 ; e9 =
!(®9)
®9¾0(®9) = 1
1.5 e1 = (1; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0)
c^1 = h1 ¡ e1 = (0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0).
Post-Processor:
P.1 m^1 = c^1G1
¡1 = (0; 0; 0; 0; 0).
P.2 h3 = (0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0).
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Stage 2:
2.1 From rHT , we obtain syndrome sequence s = (®5; ®10; ®11; ®5; ®10; ®7).
2.2 Applying Algorithm B, we obtain (¾; x!) = (x3+®5x2+®10x+®11; ®5x3+®11x).
2.3 Factoring ¾(x) over GF (16), yields ¾(x) = (x¡ ®6)(x¡ ®8)(x¡ ®12).
Thus, Supp(e) = f6; 8; 12g.
2.4 Error evaluator polynomial, ! = ®5x2 + ®11 , ¾0(x) = x2 + ®10.
e6 =
!(®6)
®6¾0(®6) = 1 ; e8 =
!(®8)
®8¾0(®8) = 1 ; e12 =
!(®12)
®12¾0(®12) = 1
2.5 e2 = (0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0).
c^2 = h3 ¡ e2 = (0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0).
Output c^ = c^1 + 2c^2 = (0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0).
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5.1.3 Non Cascaded Chase Algorithm
Algorithm 5
Input: r = (r1;2; r1;1; r2;2; r2;1; : : : ; rn;2; rn;1) is the output of AWGN channel.
hb = (h1;2; h1;1; h2;2; h2;1; : : : ; hn;2; hn;1) is hard decision vector of r.
1. For i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2t, generate error patterns ei based on t least reliable
position in r .
2. For i = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; 2t, compute zi = hb + ei.
3. For i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2t, convert zi 2 Z2n2 into ki 2 Zn4 by ª¡1, as describe in
subsection 2.5.2.
4. For i = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; 2t, decode ki using two stages EO decoder. The
decoded word is vi . Let L denotes a list of all decoded words, i.e.
L = fv1;v2;v3; : : : ;v2tg.
5. For i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2t, convert vi 2 Zn4 into v^i 2 Z2n2 by ª, as describe in
subsection 2.5.1.




7. The output of Chase decoder is decoded codeword vi which have maximum
metric mi.
Figure 5.9 illustrate the block diagram of Non-Cascaded Chase Decoder.
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Figure 5.9: Non Cascaded Chase Decoder Diagram.
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5.2 Cascaded Chase Decoder
5.2.1 Algorithm
In this section we describe algorithmic procedure of Cascaded Chase Decoder.1
Algorithm 6





r1 = (r1;1; r2;1; : : : ; rn;1)
r2 = (r1;2; r2;2; : : : ; rn;2)
h1 = (h1;1; h2;1; : : : ; hn;1) is hard decision vector of r1.
h2 = (h1;2; h2;2; : : : ; hn;2) is hard decision vector of r2.
h = h1 + 2h2 = (h1; h2; : : : ; hn)
Stage 1:
1.1 Identify s1 least reliable positions in r1.
1.2 For i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2s1 , generate error patterns ei based on s1 least reliable positions
in r1.
1.3 For i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2s1 , compute zi = h1 + ei.
1.4 For i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2s1 , decode zi using classical Berlekamp-Massey (BM) decoder.
The decoded word is vi;1. Let L1 denotes a list of all decoded words, i.e. L1 =
fv1;1;v1;1;v2;1; : : : ;v2s1 ;1g.




1.6 The output of stage 1, v^1 is decoded word vi;1 which have the maximum metric.
Post-Processor:
P.1 Compute m^1, the message block corresponding to decoded word v^1.











1The idea of applying Cascaded Chase Decoder for decoding linear codes over Z4 was suggested
by the author's supervisor, Dr. Marc Armand.
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Stage 2:
2.1 Identify s2 least reliable positions in r2
2.2 For i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2s2 , generate error patterns ei based on s2 least reliable positions
in r2.
2.3 For i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2s2 , compute zi = h3 + ei
2.4 For i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2s2 , decode zi using classical Berlekamp-Massey (BM) decoder.
The decoded word is vi;2. Let L2 denotes a list of all decoded words, i.e. L2 =
fv1;2;v2;2;v3;2; : : : ;v2s2 ;2g
2.5 For i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2s2 , compute vi;3 = m^1G2 © vi;2 , where © denotes vector
addition under modulo 2.




2.7 The output of stage 2, v^2 is decoded word vi;3 which have maximum metric.
Output: v^ = v^1 + 2v^2 2 Zn4
Figure 5.10 illustrate the block diagram of Cascaded Chase Decoder.
5.2.2 s1 and s2 Selection
In our Cascaded Chase Decoder, parameters s1 and s2 are important keys to achieve
good performance. We need to set both parameters in certain proportion in order
to obtain the best WER performance / decoding complexity trade o®. In [33], the
author found the expression for the average number of errors, which is very useful to






i as the weight enumerator of ¹C and A0(x) is the ¯rst-order




) where Q(:) is the Q- function.




(i®2 + (n¡ i)®(1¡ ®))Ai = n®(1 ¡ ®) + ®(2® ¡ 1)2¡kA0(1), n®(1 ¡ ®) and
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(i®2 + (n¡ i)®(1¡ ®))Ai = n®2+®(1¡2®)2¡kA0(1), respectively, since there
are Ai2
k codewords containing i units.
Denote ¹E1 and ¹E2 as the average number of errors in the ¯rst and second stage,
respectively. Then,
¹E1 = Average number of errors of values 1 + Average number of errors of values 3
(5.59)
= n®(1¡ ®) + ®(2®¡ 1)2¡kA0(1) + n®2 + ®(1¡ 2®)2¡kA0(1) (5.60)
= n® (5.61)
¹E2 = Average number of errors of values 2 + Average number of errors of values 3
(5.62)
= n®(1¡ ®) + n®2 + ®(1¡ 2®)2¡kA0(1) (5.63)
= n®+ ®(1¡ 2®)2¡kA0(1) (5.64)






n® + ®(1¡ 2®)2¡kA0(1) =
n
n+ (1¡ 2®)2¡kA0(1) (5.65)
Analyze further, for the BCH code over Z4, its canonical images over Z2 has an





n+ (1¡ 2®)2¡k2k¡1n =
1
1:5¡ ® (5.66)





.3 In other words, prior to error patterns generation , the average number of
errors in the ¯rst and second decoding stages are about n® and 1:5n® respectively.
2This ratio was originally derived by the author's supervisor, Dr. Marc Armand.
3The simpli¯cation of the equation 5.65 to ¹E1¹E2 ¼
2
3 using the fact that A
0(1) = 2k¡1n and ® is
very small was originally noted by the author's supervisor, Dr. Marc Armand.
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The above result gives us hint how to set s1 and s2 to achieve the best performance.









In conclusion, for the best performance / decoding complexity trade o® in Cascaded
Chase Decoder, we need to ¯x s2 = t, and [s1 =
2
3
t], where [:] denotes rounding o® to
the nearest integer.
5.3 Complexity reduction of Cascaded Chase De-
coder over Non Cascaded Chase Decoder
For a fair comparison to be made between the decoding complexity of Cascaded Chase
Decoder and that of Non Cascaded Chase Decoder, we measure the complexity of both
decoders in terms of the number of calls made to the Hard Decision Decoder for ¹C.
Denote CCD(s1,s2) as Cascaded Chase Decoder employing 2
s1 and 2s2 test patterns
in the ¯rst and second stage respectively. The decoding complexity of CCD(s1,s2)
will be measured in terms of the total number of test patterns used, or equivalently,
the total number of calls made to the Hard Decision Decoder for ¹C. In the ¯rst stage,
CCD(s1,s2) uses 2
s1 test patterns and each test pattern leads to one call to the Hard
Decision decoder for ¹C, hence decoding complexity for the ¯rst stage of CCD(s1,s2)
is 2s1 . In the second stage, CCD(s1,s2) uses 2
s2 test patterns and each test pattern
leads to one call to the Hard Decision decoder for ¹C, hence decoding complexity for
the second stage of CCD(s1,s2) is 2
s2 . In total, CCD(s1,s2) have decoding complexity
2s1 + 2s2 .
Denote NCD(t) as Non Cascaded Chase decoder employing 2t test patterns. For
NCD(t), each test pattern leads to two calls to the Hard Decision Decoder for ¹C,
hence it has decoding complexity 2t+1.
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Table 5.4: Decoding Complexity for (63,45) BCH code over Z4





Table 5.5: Decoding Complexity for (63,36) BCH code over Z4
As describe in sub-section 5.2.2, to achieve the best performance / complexity trade-
o® in Cascaded Chase Decoder, we should utilize CCD([2
3




t] + 2t. In this case, the decoding complexity ratio of CCD([2
3
t],t) to






. Therefore, for a su±ciently large t, e.g. t > 12,
the complexity of CCD([2
3
t],t) is close to half of that of NCD(t). This fact translate
into a huge advantage for the CCD(s1,s2) when decoding complexity is premium.
4
Table 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 shows complexity reduction for (63,45),(63,36),(63,24) BCH
code over Z4 respectively.
5.4 Simulations
In this section, we investigate the WER performance of the BCH code over Z4 via
simulations. We perform simulations of Non-Cascaded Chase decoding and Cascaded
4The decoding complexity analysis in this paragraph is due to the author's supervisor, Dr. Marc
Armand.
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Table 5.6: Decoding Complexity for (63,24) BCH code over Z4
Chase decoding for high, medium and low code rate. Simulation results showed that
both decoding methods outperform classical decoding.
5.4.1 Simulation Results
Performance of BCH code over Z4, high code rate
To investigate the performance of Non-Cascaded Chase decoder and Cascaded Chase
decoder under high code rate, we choose (63,45) BCH code over Z4. Error correcting
capability of this code is 3.
The computer simulation result is shown in Figure 5.11. For the code under consider-
ation, coding gain between CCD(2,3), CCD(3,3), NCD(3) and Classical decoder are
all approximately about 1.25 dB at WER = 10¡3.
When we compare Non-Cascaded Chase decoder and Cascaded Chase decoder per-
formance, the comparison is done at several SNR regions. At low SNR region (4 dB ·
SNR · 5.25 dB), CCD(2,3) performs slightly better than NCD(3). In this low SNR
region, as SNR increases, coding gain between the curve converge, until at about
SNR=5:5 dB, the CCD(2,3) and NCD(3) WER curves are intersect each other. At
high SNR region (5.25 dB · SNR · 7 dB), CCD(2,3) performs slightly worse than
NCD(3).
At low SNR region (4 dB · SNR · 5.75 dB), CCD(3,3) performs better than NCD(3).
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In this low SNR region, as SNR increases, coding gain between the curve converge,
until at about SNR=5:75 dB, the CCD(3,3) and NCD(3) WER curves are intersect
each other. At high SNR region (5.75 dB · SNR · 7 dB), CCD(3,3) performs
slightly worse than NCD(3). Also observed that CCD(3,3) always perform better
than CCD(2,3) in all SNR regions.














Figure 5.11: (63,45) BCH code over Z4.
Performance of BCH code over Z4, moderate code rate
To investigate the performance of Non-Cascaded Chase decoder and Cascaded Chase
decoder under moderate code rate, we choose (63,36) BCH code over Z4. Error
correcting capability of this code is 5.
The computer simulation result is shown in Figure 5.12. For the code under consid-
eration, coding gain between CCD(3,5), CCD(4,5), CCD(5,5), NCD(5) and Classical
decoder are all approximately about 1:5 dB at WER = 10¡3.
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When we compare Non-Cascaded Chase decoder and Cascaded Chase decoder per-
formance, the comparison is done at several SNR regions. At low SNR region (4 dB ·
SNR · 5.75 dB), CCD(3,5) performs slightly better than NCD(5). In this low SNR
region, as SNR increases, coding gain between the curve converge, until at about
SNR=5:75 dB, the CCD(3,5) and NCD(5) WER curves are intersect each other. At
high SNR region (5.75 dB · SNR · 7 dB), CCD(3,5) performs slightly worse than
NCD(5).
At SNR region (4 dB · SNR · 6 dB), CCD(4,5) performs better than NCD(5).
In this low SNR region, as SNR increases, coding gain between the curve converge,
until at about SNR=6 dB, the CCD(4,5) and NCD(5) WER curves are intersect each
other. At high SNR region (6 dB · SNR · 7 dB), CCD(4,5) performs slightly worse
than NCD(5).
At SNR region 4 dB · SNR · 7 dB, CCD(5,5) performs better than NCD(5). In
this SNR region, as SNR increases, coding gain between the curve converge, until at
about SNR=7 dB, the CCD(5,5) and NCD(5) WER curves are intersect each other.
Also observed that CCD(5,5) always perform better than CCD(4,5) and CCD(4,5)
always perform better than CCD(3,5) in all SNR regions.
Performance of BCH code over Z4, low code rate
To investigate the performance of Non-Cascaded Chase decoder and Cascaded Chase
decoder under low code rate, we choose (63,24) BCH code over Z4. Error correcting
capability of this code is 7.
The computer simulation result is shown in Figure 5.13. For the code under consid-
eration, coding gain between NCD(7) and Classical decoder is approximately about
1:85 dB at WER = 10¡2. Coding gain between CCD(5,7), CCD(6,7), CCD(7,7) and
Classical decoder are all approximately about 2 dB at WER = 10¡2.
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Figure 5.12: (63,36) BCH code over Z4.
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When we compare Non-Cascaded Chase decoder and Cascaded Chase decoder per-
formance, CCD(5,7), CCD(6,7), CCD(7,7) outperform NCD(7) by 0:1 dB at WER
= 10¡3. Also observed that the performance of CCD(5,7), CCD(6,7), CCD(7,7) are
all very similar, with CCD(7,7) perform better than CCD(6,7) and CCD(6,7) perform
better than CCD(5,7) in all SNR regions.
















Figure 5.13: (63,24) BCH code over Z4.
5.5 Concluding Remarks
To summarize, in this chapter, we present 2 variants of chase decoder to decode BCH
code over Z4. The ¯rst decoder, Non Cascaded Chase Decoder, NCD(t), utilizes
two stages EO decoder as the inner decoder. This two stages EO decoder consists
of 2 classical Berlekamp-Massey (BM) decoder, with post processor in between BM
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decoder. The second decoder, Cascaded Chase Decoder, CCD(s1,s2), utilizes 2 chase
decoders in series, with post processor in between Chase decoder. For the ¯rst stage,
CCD(s1,s2) uses 2
s1 error patterns and for the second stage, it uses 2s2 error patterns.
As highlight in sub-section 5.2.2, parameters s1 and s2 are important keys to achieve




s1 · t and s2 = t for the best performance / decoding complexity trade o® in
CCD(s1,s2), where [:] denotes rounding o® to the nearest integer.
Computer simulation results verify the superiority of both decoding methods. For the
low rate code, NCD(t), CCD(s1,t) o®er approximately about 1:85 dB, 2 dB respec-
tively, of coding gain over Classical BM decoder at WER = 10¡2. For the moderate
rate code, NCD(t) and CCD(s1,t) o®er approximately about 1:5 dB of coding gain
over Classical BM decoder at WER = 10¡3. For the high rate code, NCD(t) and
CCD(s1,t) o®er approximately about 1:25 dB of coding gain over Classical BM de-
coder at WER = 10¡3.
From the computer simulation results, comparing CCD(s1,t) and NCD(t) gives us
many interesting results. For the moderate and high rate codes, at low SNR region,
CCD(s1,t) outperform NCD(t) and at high SNR region, the performance of CCD(s1,t)
worse than NCD(t). Although it is unclear the advantage of CCD(s1,t) over NCD(t)
in terms of WER performance, but we could see clearly the advantage of CCD(s1,t)
over NCD(t) in terms of decoding complexity reduction. For (63,45) BCH code over
Z4, the decoding complexity reduction is obtained when we used CCD(t¡ 1,t), 25%.
For (63,36) BCH code over Z4, the decoding complexity reduction is obtained when
we used CCD(t¡ 1,t),25% or CCD(t¡ 2,t),37.5%. Here, we could gain a signi¯cant
reduction in decoding complexity with little or no price to pay in terms of WER
performance.
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For the low rate codes, CCD(s1,t) outperform NCD(t) by 0:1 dB at WER = 10
¡3. For
(63,24) BCH code over Z4, the decoding complexity reduction is obtained when we
used CCD(t¡1,t),25% or CCD(t¡2,t),37.5%. Here, our advantages are twofold. First,
we can have a better WER performance. Secondly, we could reduce the decoding
complexity by a signi¯cant margin.
When we increase the value of s1, the performance of CCD(s1,t), [
2
3
t] · s1 · t will
be slightly improved, but the reduction in decoding complexity that CCD(s1,t) o®ers
over NCD(t) diminishes. We have the same decoding complexity for CCD(t,t) and
NCD(t).
One important point to note is: here we use the linear Z4 codes that inherit A0(1) =
2k¡1n property. Therefore, the natural question that we might ask is: "Will CCD(s1,t)
o®er similar WER performance / decoding complexity trade-o®s?, when the linear
Z4 codes does not inherit A0(1) = 2k¡1n property."5
Finally, we observe that there are several ways to further improve the performance
of CCD(s1,s2). One way is for the ¯rst decoding stage to pass a list of two or more
codeword estimates to the second decoding stage. However, we have found that
the performance improvements of this approach is too small compared to the large
increase in the decoding complexity.6
5The point presented in this paragraph was originally raised by the author's supervisor, Dr. Marc
Armand.





In this chapter, we summarize the work done as well as the important ¯ndings made
in the course of our work. We highlight some of the contributions made to the area
of decoding of linear Z4 codes. In addition, we also include, in the ¯nal section of
this chapter, recommendations for possible future research stemming from our work.
We begin with a summary of the thesis.
6.1 Thesis Summary
In Chapter 2, we reviewed the code construction of binary BCH, RS, and BCH code
over Z4. Encoding via Generator Matrix as well as Evaluation Polynomial approach
were presented.
In Chapter 3, we describe the various decoding algorithms for BCH codes. Classical
Berlekamp-Massey (BM) decoding algorithm is presented together with worked ex-
ample. Further we present the concept of Error and Erasure Decoding, its decoding
algorithm, and the worked example to describe the decoding algorithm clearly. We
also review reliability based soft decision decoding, focusing on Generalized Minimum
Distance (GMD) and Chase Decoding.
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In Chapter 4, we give a brief introduction of GS list decoder and Koetter-Vardy (KV)
algebraic soft decision decoder. We outlined the main steps in GS list decoding and
KV soft decsion decoding. We gave a worked example for GS list decoding. The
algorithm of two stages EE decoder and List-Chase decoder were presented. Further
we present modi¯ed QPSK constellation to maximize the performance of two stages
EE decoder. We then discussed the error correction capability and WER performance
analysis of two stages EE and List-Chase decoder. We also show via computer sim-
ulations that our two stages EE decoder and List-Chase decoder outperformed GS
decoder.
In Chapter 5, we reviewed Chase decoding for binary codes. The algorithm of Cas-
caded Chase Decoder (CCD) and Non Cascaded Chase Decoder (NCD) were pre-
sented. We highlight the important parameter to achieve the best performance /
decoding complexity trade-o®. We also demonstrate via computers simulations that
both CCD and NCD o®er a very signi¯cant coding gain.
For low rate and moderate rate code, in the low SNR region, CCD performs slightly
better than NCD while in the high SNR region, CCD performs worse than NCD.
Although it is unclear the advantage of CCD over NCD in terms of WER performance,
but we could see clearly the advantage of CCD over NCD in terms of decoding
complexity reduction. We could gain a signi¯cant reduction in decoding complexity
with little or no price to pay in terms of WER performance.
For high rate code, CCD performs better than NCD for the entire SNR range con-
sidered. Here, our advantages are twofold. First, we can have a better WER perfor-
mance. Secondly, we could reduce the decoding complexity by a signi¯cant margin.
Finally, we also note that for su±ciently large error correction capability, CCD is able
to achieve maximum reduction decoding complexity close to 50%.
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6.2 Recommendations for future work
In Chapter 5, we have already demonstrated the advantages of using CCD to decode
BCH codes over Z4 compare to NCD. One important point to note is: here we use the
linear Z4 codes that inherit A0(1) = 2k¡1n property. Therefore, the natural question
that we might ask is: "Will CCD(s1,t) o®er similar WER performance / decoding
complexity trade-o®s?, when the linear Z4 codes does not inherit A0(1) = 2k¡1n
property." Therefore, for future work it would be interesting to investigate whether
CCD will continue to o®er similar performance / decoding complexity trade-o®s in
cases where A0(1) 6= 2k¡1n.
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